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RE: LRH HISTORICAL 

ITEMS 

Dear Sir, 

Sit: Would like to transfer 2 boxes of LRH historical items 
from the trunks to LRH Snr PPRO Researcher. 

Data: Per your order of 11 Dec 79 such materials are to be routed 
via yourself for approval before sending elsewhere, (order 
attached). 

The items I wish to send include: 

Box 1: Year Book 1928 
Book of Photos - grey cloth cover 
Brown mounted photos 
Brown, engraved leather photo binder 5" x 4” 
Boy Scouts Diary 1921+ 
Photo Album dated 1912 
Collection of cuttings, photo and notes - Blue 
air-mail envelope Postmarked 3 Mar 38 

Jokes - envelope of clippings 
Letter from Thos. J. Kelly 

Sunburst cross and chain (gold) 
cufflinks - 1 set marked LH 
Sunburst cross pin & ornamental ribbon 

Box 2: Approximately 30 assorted Science Fiction 
paperbacks which include LRH stories 

The above are definitely ”non-Archive" items. 

All would be of some historical interest as personal materials 
of the Founder and therefore I believe it wpuld be correct 
per your dispatch of 26 Aug 80 (attached)1?to send them to 
LRH Snr PPRO Researcher for inclusion in his proposed museum. 

In addition, I believe many of the items in box 1 would be 
invaluable to the work they are presently doing on the LRH 
biography. 

Sol: Approve the above 2 boxes to be sent to LRH Snr PPRO Researcher 
as non-Archive historical items. 

App 

Disapp 

This is OK. 

_ c Much Love, 
r-C5. rtjyuv*/ u* '*n*u+t ls*c 5i^v 

S&X- ^ 'X wvc/ ^ IW , fwf Y&- Ov CCUOK I.Wa . 



August 26, 1980 

'Z??? 

Re: Archives 

It would be a waste of tine to go back laboriously into 

all the issues and all the events. The major things were these: 

All materials relating to Dianetics and Scientology were to be 

maintained in the Guardian Archives at WW - there is in the original 
■ ' .- ■ 

list aswhole vast quantity of materials which such wereto include. 

Included in these materials would be all the editions of books 

ever printed, etc. 

2. After the ban in the UK, there was concern that the original 

materials of Dianetics and Scientology would be seized and so were 

unsafe. A mission was sent to obtain all the LRH ORIGINAL MATERIALS 

that were present at SH - this was to have been the original tapes, 

the original manuscripts, etc. The mission fired off, but did not 

return with hand written HCO B and HCO PLs and so the mission 

had to be returned to SH - this time the mission simply rounded 

up anything and everything that had any LRH wiiting on it and 

anything they could find that might have in their estimation have 

possibly been written by LRH. This was just sheer stupidity and 

that is why you have the problem with the trunks - they contain all 

the books which I personally bought and which I had Bon autograph for me 



and all the personal correspondence they could find and so on ad natgsam. 

All of this arrived on the ship in heavy footlockers and other than 

for handling the tape project, the trunks were in the lowest forward 

hold of the ship and so there they remained. When we cam ashore, they 

were stbred and then stored again when we moved about the place. 

Yes, the Controller Archives are to contain the originals of all 

terials have to do with the administrative tech and the technica1 

tech of Dianetics and Scientology. 

So that would mean that business correspondence, org letters and 

dispatches and that sort of thing would not be in the Controller 

Archives. 

This left the GO WW Archives to be an archives containing the 

non-original materials of Dianetics and Scientology as a WW library 

and as a reference for people seeking data and information and so 

would not have people tearing through and mistreating valuable 

documents. The PR bureau inherited this as they arc supposed 

to be the "historians of the company". 

Now the LRH Library at WW is something that was originated 

by Ann Greig - she used to keep the files - reference files of 

HCO PI and HCO Bs for Ron and all the various issues. I believe that 

she wrote and asked that she continue doing that function for 

him. 

hen we come to the matter of personal materials of the Founder 



which would be of historical interest - there has been no place prior to 

this where such has been kept except in the areas where he has lived and 

worked. So DC has or had all these files from when he was there. 

Uk has some of these files as evidenced by the list of some of the mater' 

ials which were indexed. These are currently being gathered up 

by :RH Pers Sec PRO Research Unit. _ __/ 

tr——---- * 

Then the pers Sec Flag has a valuable documetns file - there is am 

issue on that. 

So here we have really only three files of any importance and 

concern: 

1. The orginal tape, and manuscript files of the technical and 

administrative technology of Dianetics and Scientology. These belong 

under the care and the keeping of the Controller's Office. 

2. The GO WW Archives which is to be a complete record of all the 

different published materials of Diameticas and Scientolggy - this 

includes all the editions of books published, all the magazines 

published, etc, etc. I sorted all of this out painfully with 

Davig Gaiman once - and I would suggest that that dispatch be dugipp 

and referred to and then any questions needing PT answers that such 

questions be presented. 
0 

3. The valuabe documents file at Flag kept by the Pers Sec. 

REfer to that issue. 


